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ABSTRACT
Testing the perceptual magnet effect in monolinguals and bilinguals
by
Michael C. Stern
Advisor: Kyle Gorman
Previous research has demonstrated an apparent warping of the perceptual space whereby the best
exemplars or ‘prototypes’ of speech sound categories minimize the perceptual distance between
themselves and neighboring stimuli in the same category. This phenomenon has been termed the
‘perceptual magnet effect’ (PME). The present study extends work on the PME to a speech sound
category previously unstudied in this paradigm (American English /æ/), and to bilingual speech
sound representation and perception. American English monolinguals and Turkish-English bilin-
guals completed identiﬁcation tasks, category goodness rating tasks, and same-different discrimi-
nation tasks with synthesized vowel sounds from the American English /æ/ category—not present
in Turkish—and the Turkish /y/ category—not present in English. Results from the identiﬁcation
and goodness rating tasks provided evidence for internal gradedness within these vowel categories.
However, results from the discrimination tasks did not provide clear evidence for the PME in ei-
ther participant group for either set of vowel stimuli. These results, in combination with previous
non-replications of the PME, suggest that the PME is not a robust, language-speciﬁc effect. How-
ever, the cognitive representations of speech sound categories likely have some effects on bilingual
speech perception, and these categorical effects may play a role in contact-induced sound change.
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1 Introduction
Previous experimental work, particularly from Patricia Kuhl and colleagues, has demonstrated an
inverse relationship between category goodness ratings and discriminability of auditory stimuli
from within the same speech sound category: i.e., the best-rated category exemplars are the most
difficult sounds to discriminate from similar sounds in the perceptual space, while poorly rated
category exemplars are relatively easier to discriminate from similar sounds once psychophysical
distance is controlled for. This ﬁnding has been extended to both vowels and liquid consonants
(Iverson and Kuhl, 1996) using both behavioral and psychophysiological measures like event-
related potentials (Aaltonen et al., 1997). The phenomenon has been termed the ‘perceptual magnet
effect’ (PME), because the best category exemplars act like magnets by perceptually attracting
neighboring stimuli (Kuhl, 1991). The PME can also be thought of as a ‘warping’ of the perceptual
space, i.e. a shrinking near category centers and stretching near category boundaries. This is
most evident in models of the effect using multidimensional scaling (Iverson and Kuhl, 1995).
The PME has been demonstrated in infants as young as 6 months (Grieser and Kuhl, 1989), and
has been extended to human adults, but not to rhesus monkeys, suggesting that it is unique to
speech perception and not a general auditory effect (Kuhl, 1991). Moreover, it has been shown
not to manifest in infants learning American English for a speech sound from a foreign language
(Swedish /y/), suggesting that it develops as a result of language-speciﬁc experience (Kuhl et al.,
1992).
The PME has been explained in the framework of prototype theory, which posits that percep-
tual stimuli are categorized based on relative distances to category ‘prototypes’, rather than by their
positions relative to category ‘boundaries’ (Mervis and Rosch, 1981; Rosch, 1975, 1978; Samuel,
1982). Research within this framework has demonstrated that prototypical exemplars of cognitive
categories ‘assimilate’ neighboring exemplars; i.e., category exemplars near the prototype tend to
be perceived as more similar to the prototype than to perceptually equidistant non-prototypical ex-
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emplars. In this way, the PME can be seen as the assimilation of speech sounds to the prototypes of
speech sound categories. As an application of prototype theory to speech, the PME has important
implications for our understanding of the cognitive representation of speech sounds (i.e., speech
sound categories are cognitively represented as prototypes, not as boundaries), the acquisition of
these representations in learning (i.e., the learner must induce prototypes, not boundaries), and
the real-time perception of speech sounds (i.e., the listener selectively ignores information near
prototypes and selectively attends to information near boundaries).
Recent work by Juliette Blevins proposed that the PME may underly contact-induced sound
change. Blevins termed this proposal the Areal Sound Pattern Hypothesis (ASPH; Blevins, 2017).
The ASPH is an attempt to resolve an apparent ‘paradox’ of contact-induced sound change, i.e.,
that it appears to develop via regular internally-motivated processes, but it is triggered by contact
with neighboring languages. This paradox is especially apparent in cases where sound patterns
diffuse through contact independently of lexical borrowing, so the diffused patterns cannot have
spread from borrowed lexemes. According to the ASPH, if speech sound prototypes from one
language of a bilingual can act as magnets during perception of their other language, this could
increase the likelihood of an otherwise language-internal sound change.
However, the PME has not yet been demonstrated in bilinguals, and even in monolinguals, at-
tempts to replicate the PME have had mixed success. For example, there appears to be an enormous
amount of individual variability in the results of identiﬁcation, goodness rating, and discrimina-
tion tasks, with some participants actually showing a positive relationship between goodness and
discriminability, contra the PME (Aaltonen et al., 1997; Sharma and Dorman, 1998). Along these
same lines, when stimuli were normed for each participant, no evidence for the PME was found,
suggesting that the PME might be an artifact of averaging over participants (Lively and Pisoni,
1997). Moreover, American English monolingual adults have been shown to manifest the PME
for a foreign vowel category (Swedish /y/), casting doubt on the language-speciﬁc nature of the
phenomenon (Frieda et al., 1999). Finally, the majority of evidence for the PME has come from
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the American English /i/ category, and attempts to extend the ﬁndings to other vowel categories
have often failed (Sussman and Gekas, 1997; Thyer et al., 2000).
In addition to the doubt cast on the PME from empirical non-replications, the theoretical char-
acterization of the PME has also been criticized on conceptual grounds. It has been proposed that
the PME (at least for /i/) might simply be due to general auditory effects, as discriminability has
been shown to increase as the ﬁrst formant (F1) increases, regardless of stimulus categorization
(Sussman and Lauckner-Morano, 1995; Macmillan et al., 1988). Since the /i/ exemplars desig-
nated as prototypes in studies of the PME had a lower F1 than those designated as non-prototypes
(Kuhl, 1991), this general auditory effect could explain the difference in discriminability between
prototypes and non-prototypes.
Perhaps the most widespread theoretical criticism of the PME is that it is not different from
‘categorical perception’ (CP), whereby discriminability is greater across category boundaries than
within boundaries (Liberman et al., 1957). While CP and the PME differ theoretically in that CP
posits boundaries as the main cognitive representations of speech sound categories, whereas the
PME posits prototypes, the only empirical distinction between the theories is that the PME predicts
differences in within-category discriminability, while CP does not. Therefore, it is crucial that the
stimuli used in tests of the PME do not overlap with other categories—which was not ensured
in the earliest studies of the PME (Kuhl, 1991). A study that controlled this confound with an
identiﬁcation task failed to replicate the PME (Lively and Pisoni, 1997), although later studies
that also used identiﬁcation tasks to preclude category overlap were able to replicate the effect
(Iverson and Kuhl, 1995). However, it should be noted that in these identiﬁcation tasks, participants
identiﬁed stimuli one at a time, while in the discrimination tasks—the main test of the PME—
stimuli were heard in pairs. This is noteworthy because it has been shown that stimuli are identiﬁed
(i.e., categorized) differently in isolation than in pairs (Thompson and Hollien, 1970). When the
stimuli for the identiﬁcation task were presented in pairs, then the discrimination results could be
fully accounted for through CP (Lotto et al., 1998). Still, proponents of the PME have countered
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that boundary effects (CP) and prototype effects (PME) must arise from different mechanisms,
because cross-category discrimination is affected by experimental manipulations which do not
affect within-category discrimination (Iverson and Kuhl, 2000).
Further support for the unity of CP and the PME has come from computational modeling.
Naomi Feldman and colleagues created a single model that captured both CP and the PME by
varying a single parameter τ: the ratio between meaningful variance and random variance in the
distribution of sounds in a category, with vowels (for which the PME is most evident) having a high
value of τ, and stop consonants (for which CP is most evident) having a low value of τ (Feldman
et al., 2009; Kronrod et al., 2016). This computational model has been argued to ﬁt well with other
models that capture categorical effects on perception at the algorithmic level (Lacerda, 1995) and
the neural implementational level (Geunther and Gjaja, 2000).
Given the so far equivocal results bearing on the PME, more data is needed to shed light on the
nature of the phenomenon. Speciﬁcally in regard to the ASPH, no data yet exists which addresses
the PME in bilinguals, although it has been hypothesized that bilinguals should manifest the PME
for both of their languages (Kuhl and Iverson, 1995).
1.1 Overview of the present study
This study extended work on the PME to a speech sound category previously unstudied in this
paradigm (American English /æ/), and to bilingual representation and perception. Speciﬁcally, we
asked the following questions:
1. Will the PME manifest in American English monolinguals for /æ/? This addresses whether
the PME is a result of speech sound categorization, or whether it is driven by general auditory
perception, and therefore only manifests for high vowels (Sussman and Lauckner-Morano,
1995; Thyer et al., 2000).
2. Will the PME manifest in American English monolinguals for Turkish /y/? This addresses
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whether the PME is language-speciﬁc, and therefore does not manifest for speech sound
categories from a foreign language (Frieda et al., 1999).
3. Will the PME manifest in highly proﬁcient Turkish-English bilinguals for both /y/, from
their ﬁrst-learned language (L1), and /æ/, from their late-acquired second language (L2)?
This addresses whether speech sound category prototypes can be acquired later in life (Kuhl
and Iverson, 1995), and whether the PME in bilinguals plays a role in contact-induced sound
change (Blevins, 2017).
In response to each of these questions, we hypothesize the following:
1. Consistent with Kuhl’s Native Language Magnet (NLM) theory of speech sound category
acquisition (Kuhl, 1993, 2000; Kuhl et al., 2008), the PME should manifest in American
English monolinguals for /æ/, a category from their native language.
2. Consistent with the NLM, the PME should not manifest in American English monolinguals
for /y/, a category absent from their native language.
3. Consistent with the ASPH (Blevins, 2017) and Kuhl’s hypothesis (Kuhl and Iverson, 1995),
the PME should manifest in Turkish-English bilinguals for both /y/, from their L1, and /æ/,
from their L2.
To address these questions, we conducted identiﬁcation tasks, category goodness rating tasks, and
AX discrimination tasks with synthesized stimuli from the American English /æ/ category and the
Turkish /y/ category. A total of six experiments were conducted.
2 Experiment 1: /æ/ identiﬁcation
The purpose of this experiment was to locate an area of the vowel space that is consistently identi-
ﬁed as /æ/ by native speakers of American English in order to ensure that the range of stimuli we
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used in our tests of the PME did not overlap with any category boundaries, as this could lead to a
spurious effect driven by boundary effects on perception (Lotto et al., 1998).
2.1 Method
2.1.1 Participants
Five adult native speakers of American English participated in this experiment. Participants’ ages
ranged from 18 to 59. All were born and raised in the anglophone US and had no greater than
beginner-level proﬁciency in any language other than English. No participants reported any speech,
language, or hearing impairments.
2.1.2 Stimuli
25 vowel stimuli were synthesized using the KlattGrid synthesizer (Klatt and Klatt, 1990) imple-
mented in Praat (Boersma and Weenink, 2019). All of the stimuli had identical durations, pitch
contours and root-mean-square (RMS) intensity values based on stimuli from previous studies of
the PME (Kuhl, 1991; Iverson and Kuhl, 1995, 2000). Each stimulus was 500 ms in length, and
each had a pitch contour rising from 112 Hz to 132 Hz over the ﬁrst 100 ms, and falling to 92
Hz over the remaining 400 ms. The RMS intensity of all stimuli was normalized to −20 dB in
Audacity (Audacity Team, 2019).
The ﬁrst formant (F1) and second formant (F2) of the stimulus in the center of the matrix
(labeled “C3" in Table 1) were set to 660 Hz and 1720 Hz, respectively, based on measurements
from the Peterson & Barney database (Peterson and Barney, 1952). F1 and F2 values for the other
stimuli were determined using the mel scale (Stevens et al., 1937), argued to approximately equate
psychoacoustic distance (Fant, 1973); stimuli were spaced 60 mels apart from each other in F1 and
F2. The third formant (F3) for all stimuli was set to 2410 Hz based on the same production study
cited above (Peterson and Barney, 1952), but was not varied further; remaining formants were set
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to the synthesizer’s default values.
1 2 3 4 5
F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2
A mels 629 1518 629 1458 629 1398 629 1338 629 1278
Hz 523 1992 523 1852 523 1720 523 1595 523 1476
B mels 689 1518 689 1458 689 1398 689 1338 689 1278
Hz 590 1992 590 1852 590 1720 590 1595 590 1476
C mels 749 1518 749 1458 749 1398 749 1338 749 1278
Hz 660 1992 660 1852 660 1720 660 1595 660 1476
D mels 809 1518 809 1458 809 1398 809 1338 809 1278
Hz 735 1992 735 1852 735 1720 735 1595 735 1476
E mels 869 1518 869 1458 869 1398 869 1338 869 1278
Hz 813 1992 813 1852 813 1720 813 1595 813 1476
Table 1: F1 and F2 of each pre-normed /æ/ stimulus in Hz and mels.
The x-axis represents F2, and the y-axis represents F1, by analogy with common two-dimensional
representations of the vowel space. For ease of reference, columns are labeled 1-5, and rows are
labeled A-E.
2.1.3 Procedure
The experiment was conducted in a quiet room. Instructions and stimuli were presented on a tablet
running E-Prime 2.0 (Schneider et al., 2002), which was also used to record participant responses.
Stimuli were presented binaurally at a comfortable volume through headphones. At the start of
the experiment, participants were told that they would hear some vowels, and that their task was to
choose the word that each vowel would ﬁt best in. Each vowel stimulus was presented concurrently
with six visual answer choices on the tablet screen: head, had, hog, hug, hood, and none of these.
Participants selected their response by touching it on the screen. Participants were able to listen to
each stimulus as many times as they liked by selecting listen again on the screen. The experiment
began with six practice trials, after which the participant was prompted to ask the experimenter any
questions they had. Then, each stimulus was presented twice, for a total of 50 trials per participant.
Each session lasted roughly 10 minutes.
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2.2 Results & Discussion
Table 2 displays the total percentage of identiﬁcations as /æ/ (the vowel in had) for each stimulus
across participants. It is noteworthy that stimulus C3, whose formant values were identical to those
recorded in actual productions (Peterson and Barney, 1952), was only identiﬁed as /æ/ in 20% of
trials, while the more extreme stimuli E1, E2, and E3 were identiﬁed as /æ/ in 100% of trials. This
is consistent with Keith Johnson’s hyperspace effect (Johnson et al., 1993), i.e. that perceptual
prototypes tend to be more extreme than average productions.
1 2 3 4 5
A 0 0 20 0 0
B 20 0 0 0 0
C 40 60 20 0 0
D 70 90 80 40 0
E 100 100 100 40 10
Table 2: Percent identiﬁcation as /æ/ of each stimulus.
3 Experiment 2: /y/ identiﬁcation
Similar to Experiment 1, the purpose of this experiment was to locate an area of the vowel space
that is consistently identiﬁed as Turkish /y/ by native speakers of Turkish, in order to avoid con-
founds arising from boundary effects on perception (Lotto et al., 1998).
3.1 Method
3.1.1 Participants
Five Turkish-English late bilingual adults (ages 18-59) participated in this experiment. Participants
were screened with a questionnaire developed in our lab, which collected information pertaining
to language use, exposure, and self-reported proﬁciency. All participants were born and raised
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in Turkey, learned Turkish as their ﬁrst language, and arrived to the US at age 17 or later (M
= 26.64, SD = 5.40). On a scale from zero (not proﬁcient at all) to six (very proﬁcient), all
participants described their proﬁciency in both Turkish and English as at least four in both speaking
and listening (see Table 3). All participants reported no speech, language, or hearing impairments.
Turkish M (SD) English M (SD)
Speaking 5.97 (0.17) 5.03 (0.77)
Listening 6.00 (0.00) 5.30 (0.68)
Table 3: Self-rated proﬁciency of Turkish-English bilinguals (out of six).
3.1.2 Stimuli
25 vowel stimuli (see Table 4) were synthesized using the same parameters as the stimuli from
Experiment 1. The only difference between these stimuli and those from Experiment 1 were the
values of the ﬁrst three formants. F1 and F2 of the center stimulus C3 were set to 296 Hz and
1635 Hz, respectively; these measurements were derived from a database of productions of /y/ by
Turkish speakers (Radisic, 2014). Similar to Experiment 1, step sizes of F1 and F2 between stimuli
were 60 mels. F3 for all stimuli was set to 2320 Hz based on the same production study (Radisic,
2014) and was not further varied.
3.1.3 Procedure
The procedure for Experiment 2 was identical to that of Experiment 1 except that the instructions
and answer choices were given in Turkish. The ﬁve answer choices (in addition to none of these
and listen again) were kül, köl, kil, kul, and kıl.
3.2 Results & Discussion
Table 5 displays the total percentage of identiﬁcations as /y/ (the vowel in kül) for each stimu-
lus across participants. The pattern of responses was not as clear as that in Experiment 1, perhaps
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1 2 3 4 5
F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2
A mels 277 1478 277 1418 277 1358 277 1298 277 1238
Hz 195 1898 195 1763 195 1635 195 1515 195 1400
B mels 337 1478 337 1418 337 1358 337 1298 337 1238
Hz 244 1898 244 1763 244 1635 244 1515 244 1400
C mels 397 1478 397 1418 397 1358 397 1298 397 1238
Hz 296 1898 296 1763 296 1635 296 1515 296 1400
D mels 457 1478 457 1418 457 1358 457 1298 457 1238
Hz 350 1898 350 1763 350 1635 350 1515 350 1400
E mels 517 1478 517 1418 517 1358 517 1298 517 1238
Hz 408 1898 408 1763 408 1635 408 1515 408 1400
Table 4: F1 and F2 of each pre-normed /y/ stimulus in Hz and mels.
because Turkish /y/ is not a ‘corner vowel’ (its average F2 is substantially lower than that of /i/ (Ra-
disic, 2014)), so the hyperspace effect (Johnson et al., 1993) does not drive a perceptual preference
for corner stimuli.
1 2 3 4 5
A 70 50 30 20 10
B 80 90 60 50 0
C 50 90 70 60 10
D 10 20 20 10 0
E 10 0 0 0 0
Table 5: Percent identiﬁcation as /y/ of each stimulus.
4 Experiment 3: /æ/ goodness rating
The purpose of this experiment was to measure the goodness of each stimulus from the /æ/ ma-
trix, re-synthesized based on the results of Experiment 1, in the category representations of both
American English monolinguals and Turkish-English bilinguals. Prototype theory predicts internal
gradedness in cognitive categories, so despite all of the stimuli being members of the /æ/ category,
some stimuli are predicted to be better category exemplars than others. Since both groups of
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participants had signiﬁcant exposure to American English, we predicted that both groups would
demonstrate similar patterns of subcategorical gradedness.
4.1 Method
4.1.1 Participants
23 American English monolinguals and 20 Turkish-English bilinguals participated in the experi-
ment. Inclusion criteria for the monolinguals were the same as from Experiment 1, and inclusion
criteria for the bilinguals were the same as from Experiment 2.
4.1.2 Stimuli
25 vowel stimuli (see Table 6) were synthesized using parameters identical to those from Experi-
ment 1. Only the ﬁrst and second formants (F1 and F2) differed between these stimuli and those
from Experiment 1. This matrix was centered on the midpoint between stimuli E2 and E3 from
Experiment 1, which were both identiﬁed as /æ/ in 100% of trials. Step sizes of F1 and F2 between
stimuli were only 30 mels, rather than 60 mels, in order to ensure that the matrix did not overlap
with another vowel category.
1 2 3 4 5
F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2
A mels 809 1488 809 1458 809 1428 809 1398 809 1368
Hz 735 1921 735 1852 735 1785 735 1720 735 1656
B mels 839 1488 839 1458 839 1428 839 1398 839 1368
Hz 774 1921 774 1852 774 1785 774 1720 774 1656
C mels 869 1488 869 1458 869 1428 869 1398 869 1368
Hz 813 1921 813 1852 813 1785 813 1720 813 1656
D mels 899 1488 899 1458 899 1428 899 1398 899 1368
Hz 854 1921 854 1852 854 1785 854 1720 854 1656
E mels 929 1488 929 1458 929 1428 929 1398 929 1368
Hz 896 1921 896 1852 896 1785 896 1720 896 1656
Table 6: F1 and F2 of each normed /æ/ stimulus in Hz and mels.
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4.1.3 Procedure
Stimuli were presented in a manner identical to Experiments 1 and 2. However, in this experiment,
participants were asked to rate how well each stimulus ﬁt in the word hat on a six-point Likert scale
with endpoints labeled “very good" and “very bad".1 Similar to Experiments 1 and 2, participants
were able to listen to each stimulus as many times as they liked by selecting listen again. The
experiment began with six practice trials, after which the participant was prompted to ask any
questions they had, and then each stimulus was presented twice, for a total of 50 trials. The session
lasted roughly 10 minutes.
4.2 Results & Discussion
Goodness ratings were z-scored by participant to account for the different means and variances
in each participant’s distribution of responses. Then, the mean z-scored goodness rating of each
stimulus was calculated by participant group.
4.2.1 American English monolinguals
Monolinguals showed a clear best exemplar at the most peripheral stimulus, E1, and ratings de-
creased smoothly in both directions moving outward from this stimulus (Table 8). This clear pat-
tern is consistent with the notion of internal gradedness in monolinguals’ cognitive representations
of the /æ/ category.
1We decided to use hat in this experiment, rather than had, in order to avoid any confounding effects from /æ/
tensing before voiced stops, although this phenomenon has been argued to be disappearing among younger speakers
(Coggshall and Becker, 2009). The consistency of this experiment’s results with those of Experiment 1 suggests that
this difference did not signiﬁcantly affect participants’ responses.
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4.2.2 Turkish-English bilinguals
Bilinguals showed basically the same pattern as monolinguals, i.e., goodness ratings increased as
F1 and F2 increased (Table 9). This suggests that these highly proﬁcient L2 speakers of English
acquired subtle subcategorical information in their representations of the English /æ/ category, dur-
ing adulthood, closely resembling that represented by English monolinguals. However, bilinguals’
pattern in F1 was not as clear as the one seen in monolinguals; e.g., D1 had a higher mean rating
than E1, and C1 had a lower mean rating than B1 and A1. This could be due to the less crowded
F1 space in the Turkish vowel system,2 which might cause Turkish speakers to de-emphasize F1
as an informative cue during vowel perception (Iverson et al., 2003; Strange, 2011).
5 Experiment 4: /y/ goodness rating
Similar to Experiment 3, the purpose of this experiment was to measure the category goodness
of each stimulus from the /y/ matrix—re-synthesized based on the results of Experiment 2. We
predicted that the Turkish-English bilinguals would show evidence for internal gradedness in their
representations of this speech sound category from their L1. However, given that the English
phonemic inventory does not contain /y/, we did not expect the American English monolinguals to
demonstrate a clear pattern of internal gradedness for the stimuli in this category.
5.1 Method
5.1.1 Participants
The same participants from Experiment 3 also participated in Experiment 4. However, three of the
monolingual participants were not available to return for this session, so in total, 20 monolinguals
2The Turkish vowel system only distinguishes two degrees of phonological height, compared to at least four for
American English monophthongs.
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and 20 bilinguals participated in this experiment.
5.1.2 Stimuli
25 /y/ stimuli were synthesized (see Table 7), centered on the midpoint between stimuli B2 and
C2 from Experiment 2, which were both identiﬁed as /y/ in 90% of trials. Step sizes of F1 and F2
between stimuli were 30 mels.
1 2 3 4 5
F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2
A mels 307 1478 307 1448 307 1418 307 1388 307 1358
Hz 219 1898 219 1830 219 1763 219 1699 219 1636
B mels 337 1478 337 1448 337 1418 337 1388 337 1358
Hz 244 1898 244 1830 244 1763 244 1699 244 1636
C mels 367 1478 367 1448 367 1418 367 1388 367 1358
Hz 269 1898 269 1830 269 1763 269 1699 296 1636
D mels 397 1478 397 1448 397 1418 397 1388 397 1358
Hz 296 1898 296 1830 296 1763 296 1699 296 1636
E mels 427 1478 427 1448 427 1418 427 1388 427 1358
Hz 322 1898 322 1830 322 1763 322 1699 322 1636
Table 7: F1 and F2 of each normed /y/ stimulus in Hz and mels.
5.1.3 Procedure
Given that the English phonemic inventory does not contain /y/, the monolingual participants were
asked to rate the ﬁt of each stimulus in the word coo (the English /u/ category).3 For bilingual
participants, all instructions and Likert scale labels were in Turkish, and they were asked to rate
the ﬁt of each stimulus in the Turkish word kül. Otherwise, the procedure was identical to that in
Experiment 3.
3In identiﬁcation tasks, /u/ has been shown to be the English category perceptually closest to German /y/ (Polka
and Werker, 1994).
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5.2 Results & Discussion
The /y/ goodness rating data was analyzed in the same way as the data from Experiment 3.
5.2.1 American English monolinguals
As seen in Table 10, monolinguals tended to give higher ratings to those stimuli with a lower F2,
presumably those stimuli closest to a prototypical /u/. However, this pattern was not particularly
robust (e.g., stimulus B5 had a relatively low mean rating, despite having a low F2, and B2 had
a relatively high rating, despite having a high F2). The lack of a clear pattern is not very surpris-
ing from the perspective of prototype theory, given that English monolinguals should not have a
category representation for /y/.
5.2.2 Turkish-English bilinguals
Surprisingly, as seen in Table 11, bilinguals did not demonstrate a clear pattern of internal graded-
ness for stimuli in the Turkish /y/ category, a category from their native language. This is reminis-
cent of the lack of a clear pattern in the results of the identiﬁcation task (Experiment 2), and could
be due to the fact that /y/ is not a peripheral vowel. This possibility is supported by a previous study
that failed to demonstrate a clear goodness pattern in representations of the American English /i/
category, another non-peripheral vowel (Sussman and Gekas, 1997).
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1 2 3 4 5
A −0.39 −0.40 −0.64 −0.94 −0.92
B −0.02 0.09 −0.21 −0.40 −0.60
C 0.22 0.24 0.19 −0.04 −0.40
D 0.37 0.58 0.60 0.25 −0.18
E 0.91 0.87 0.73 0.48 −0.38
Table 8: Goodness ratings of /æ/ stimuli by American English monolinguals.
Darker green shading indicates higher ratings.
1 2 3 4 5
A −0.26 −0.20 −0.39 −0.84 −1.13
B 0.35 0.04 −0.27 −0.48 −0.71
C 0.18 0.36 0.01 −0.30 −0.67
D 0.79 0.49 0.27 −0.03 −0.14
E 0.65 0.65 0.49 0.12 0.07
Table 9: Goodness ratings of /æ/ stimuli by Turkish-English bilinguals.
1 2 3 4 5
A −0.25 −0.06 −0.10 −0.18 0.09
B −0.24 0.22 −0.05 0.04 −0.17
C 0.00 0.04 0.20 0.10 0.34
D −0.22 0.01 0.11 0.30 0.21
E −0.31 −0.25 −0.12 0.17 0.14
Table 10: Goodness ratings of /y/ stimuli by American English monolinguals.
1 2 3 4 5
A 0.08 −0.05 −0.07 −0.18 −0.24
B −0.06 0.17 −0.05 0.00 −0.33
C 0.10 0.30 0.05 0.31 −0.20
D −0.20 0.30 0.07 0.17 0.02
E −0.18 0.05 −0.09 −0.01 0.06
Table 11: Goodness ratings of /y/ stimuli by Turkish-English bilinguals.
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6 Experiment 5: /æ/ discrimination
The purpose of this experiment was to measure participants’ ability to discriminate each stimulus
from adjacent stimuli in the /æ/matrix. Evidence for the PME would be constituted by two criteria
(Iverson and Kuhl, 2000):
1. Minimum at prototype: a minimum in discrimination sensitivity at the category prototype,
and
2. Negative correlation: a negative correlation between goodness ratings and discrimination
sensitivity.
Given that both groups of participants have cognitive representations of the /æ/ category, we pre-
dicted that both groups would demonstrate evidence for the PME.
6.1 Method
6.1.1 Participants
Participants were the same as those from Experiment 3.
6.1.2 Stimuli
Stimuli were the same as those from Experiment 3.
6.1.3 Procedure
The experiment was an AX same-different discrimination task. In each trial, participants listened
to two vowel stimuli, separated by a 250 ms silence. Then, they indicated whether the two sounds
were exactly the same, or different in any way, by pressing either f (same) or j (different) on a
keyboard attached to the tablet. Each adjacent (in either F1 or F2) pair of stimuli was presented
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once (80 ‘different’ trials). Each stimulus was also presented with itself for the same number of
times that it was presented with a different stimulus (80 ‘same’ trials), for a total of 160 trials.
Participants were instructed to select their response as quickly as possible. After reading the in-
structions, participants completed six practice trials, during which they received feedback on their
accuracy and response time on each trial. During the experimental trials, participants received no
feedback. Participants were prompted to take a short break after each eighth of the experiment
(every 20 trials). The session lasted roughly 20 minutes.
6.2 Results & Discussion
We measured the discriminability of each stimulus using d′, a bias-free measure of discrimination
sensitivity (Macmillan and Creelman, 1991). d′ was ﬁrst calculated for each stimulus for each
participant, and then averaged across participants in each group to create an overall measure of
discriminability for each stimulus in each participant group. To further probe the discriminability
of each stimulus, we also analyzed response times (RT) on correct responses. RT on AX dis-
crimination tasks has been argued to reﬂect discriminability, such that longer RTs index decreased
discriminability (Pisoni and Tash, 1974; Strange, 2011). Therefore, assuming that discriminability
is reﬂected in RTs as previously proposed, the PMEwould predict the slowest RT for the prototype,
and a positive correlation between goodness ratings and RT. Observations of RT less than 100 ms,
as well as those over two times the standard deviation, were removed (Luce, 1991). Then, RT data
was log-transformed to address the non-Gaussian distribution (Ratcliff, 1993). Finally, Spearman
correlations were used to test the relationship between discriminability and goodness.
6.2.1 American English monolinguals
As seen in Table 12, the stimulus with the lowest d′ was A5, which was the stimulus with the
second lowest goodness rating from Experiment 3, strongly contradicting the minimum at prototype
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criterion of the PME. To test for the negative correlation criterion of the PME, Figure 1A displays
the relationship between mean z-scored goodness ratings and mean d′ of each stimulus. There
was no signiﬁcant correlation between goodness ratings and d′ (ρ = .21, p = .32). Correlations
between goodness ratings and d′ were also calculated by participant. After controlling for a false
discovery rate of .05 using the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995),
no participant showed a signiﬁcant correlation. This is inconsistent with the negative correlation
criterion.
10% of the RT data was removed according to the exclusion criteria described above. As seen
in Table 16, the stimulus with the slowest mean RT (C4) was the fourteenth best-rated stimulus
from Experiment 3, contradicting the minimum at prototype criterion. As seen in Figure 2A, there
was no signiﬁcant correlation between goodness and log-transformed RT (ρ = −.23, p = .27).
Of the 23 participants, only one showed the predicted positive correlation after the Benjamini-
Hochberg adjustment (ρ = .65, p = .02). None of the other participants showed any signiﬁcant
correlation. Overall, these results are almost entirely inconsistent with either criterion of the PME
for monolinguals on /æ/.
6.2.2 Turkish-English bilinguals
Similar to the monolinguals, interestingly, the stimulus with the lowest mean d′ among bilinguals
was also A5, which was the lowest-rated of all 25 stimuli from Experiment 3 (Table 13). Again,
this strongly contradicts the minimum at prototype criterion. As seen in Figure 1B, there was
no signiﬁcant correlation between goodness and d′ among bilinguals (ρ = .09, p = .66). Af-
ter the Benjamini-Hochberg adjustment, two participants showed positive correlations, although
they were not signiﬁcant (for both, p = .08). These positive correlations contradict the negative
correlation criterion.
15% of the RT data was removed as outliers. As seen in Table 17, again similarly to the
monolinguals, the stimulus with the slowest mean RT was C4. This was the nineteenth-rated
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stimulus from Experiment 3, contradicting the minimum at prototype criterion. As seen in Fig-
ure 2B, there was no signiﬁcant correlation between goodness and log-transformed RT among
bilinguals (ρ = −.17, p = .41), and no individual participant showed a signiﬁcant correlation after
the Benjamini-Hochberg adjustment. Again, this is inconsistent with the negative correlation cri-
terion. Overall, the evidence from both the monolinguals and the bilinguals strongly contradicted
both criteria of the PME in the American English /æ/ category.
7 Experiment 6: /y/ discrimination
Similar to Experiment 5, the purpose of this experiment was to measure participants’ discrimina-
tion sensitivity for each stimulus from adjacent stimuli in the /y/matrix. It has been argued that the
PME is a result of language-speciﬁc exposure, such that it does not manifest for the sounds of for-
eign languages (Kuhl et al., 1992). For this reason, since only the Turkish-English bilinguals, and
not the American English monolinguals, have had signiﬁcant exposure to Turkish, we predicted
that the bilinguals, but not the monolinguals, would show evidence for the PME in the Turkish /y/
category.
7.1 Method
7.1.1 Participants
Participants were the same as those from Experiment 4.
7.1.2 Stimuli
Stimuli were the same as those from Experiment 4.
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7.1.3 Procedure
The procedure was identical to that of Experiment 5, except that for bilinguals, instructions and
labels were in Turkish, while all wording was in English for the monolinguals.
7.2 Results & Discussion
The same analyses were performed on these results as those from Experiment 5.
7.2.1 American English monolinguals
As seen in Table 14, the minimum in d′ (E5) was the seventh best-rated stimulus from Experiment
4, contradicting the minimum at prototype criterion. As seen in Figure 1C, there was no signiﬁcant
correlation between goodness and d′ (ρ = .18, p = .38), and no participant-level correlation
survived the Benjamini-Hochberg correction, inconsistent with the negative correlation criterion.
11% of the RT data was removed as outliers. As seen in Table 18, the stimulus with the slowest
mean RT (A5) was the tenth best-rated stimulus from Experiment 4, contradicting the minimum
at prototype criterion.4 As seen in Figure 2C, there was a non-signiﬁcant negative correlation
between goodness and RT (ρ = −.34, p = .09). This correlation is in the opposite direction as that
predicted by the PME (recall that higher RTs indicate decreased discriminability). However, after
the Benjamini-Hochberg adjustment, no individual participants showed this negative correlation.
Moreover, one of the 20 participants showed the predicted positive correlation (ρ = .59, p = .04).
Visual inspection of Figure 2C suggested a possible positive correlation between goodness and
RT among only the eight best-rated stimuli. A Spearman correlation test conﬁrmed this positive
correlation, although it was not signiﬁcant (ρ = .69, p = .07). We discuss a possible explanation
of this result in the General Discussion section.
4A puzzling result should be noted: stimulus E5 had the lowest mean d′, indicating low discriminability, but also
had the lowest mean log-transformed RT, indicating high discriminability. Perhaps RT on correct responses, compared
to d′ on all responses, measure different aspects of discriminability.
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7.2.2 Turkish-English bilinguals
As seen in Table 15, for bilinguals, the stimulus with the lowest d′ (A5) was the second lowest-
rated stimulus from Experiment 4, contradicting the minimum at prototype criterion. As seen in
Figure 1D, there was no signiﬁcant correlation between goodness and d′ (ρ = .31, p = .13). How-
ever, after the Benjamini-Hochberg adjustment, one of the 20 participants did show the expected
negative correlation (ρ = −.60, p = .03). No other participant showed a signiﬁcant correlation.
14% of the RT data was removed as outliers. As seen in Table 19, the stimulus with the slowest
mean RT (C2) was the third best-rated stimulus from Experiment 4. Although the relatively high
rating of C2 could be construed as support for the minimum at prototype criterion, the fact that
C2 was not the highest-rated stimulus is, strictly, a contradiction of this criterion. As seen in
Figure 2D, there was no signiﬁcant correlation between goodness and RT (ρ = −.18, p = .39), and
no participant showed a correlation that was signiﬁcant after the Benjamini-Hochberg adjustment.
Overall, neither the monolinguals nor the bilinguals showed strong evidence for the PME in the /y/
category.
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1 2 3 4 5
A 0.37 0.68 0.29 0.24 0.05
B 0.35 0.80 0.42 0.69 0.45
C 0.49 0.91 0.68 0.78 0.38
D 0.51 0.65 0.62 0.51 0.73
E 0.22 0.55 0.42 0.26 0.15
Table 12: d′ of each /æ/ stimulus among American English monolinguals.
Darker blue shading indicates lower d′.
1 2 3 4 5
A 0.42 0.42 0.43 0.18 0.09
B 0.33 0.49 0.44 0.36 0.71
C 0.42 0.50 0.45 0.39 0.61
D 0.49 0.64 0.46 0.58 0.61
E 0.30 0.59 0.20 0.66 0.13
Table 13: d′ of each /æ/ stimulus among Turkish-English bilinguals.
1 2 3 4 5
A 0.10 0.56 0.37 0.19 0.05
B 0.15 0.22 0.70 0.56 0.29
C 0.68 0.38 0.22 0.39 0.54
D 0.26 0.64 0.53 0.64 0.78
E 0.30 0.48 0.62 0.26 0.01
Table 14: d′ of each /y/ stimulus among American English monolinguals.
1 2 3 4 5
A 0.04 0.15 0.11 0.06 0.00
B 0.16 0.07 0.43 0.23 0.24
C 0.56 0.57 0.33 0.44 0.49
D 0.51 0.44 0.71 0.57 0.27
E 0.47 0.56 0.21 0.12 0.16
Table 15: d′ of each /y/ stimulus among Turkish-English bilinguals.
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1 2 3 4 5
A 6.02 6.14 6.02 6.17 6.10
B 6.15 6.13 6.01 6.17 6.12
C 6.07 6.12 6.06 6.18 6.11
D 6.03 6.05 6.10 6.11 5.99
E 6.10 5.99 6.06 6.05 5.98
Table 16: Log-transformed RT on each /æ/ stimulus among American English monolinguals.
Darker orange shading indicates slower RT.
1 2 3 4 5
A 5.88 5.86 6.02 5.73 5.89
B 5.83 5.81 5.88 5.83 5.89
C .85 5.85 5.85 6.03 6.00
D 5.87 5.86 5.89 5.88 5.94
E 5.82 5.96 5.95 5.94 5.80
Table 17: Log-transformed RT on each /æ/ stimulus among Turkish-English bilinguals.
1 2 3 4 5
A 6.10 6.08 5.98 6.02 6.20
B 6.19 6.01 6.07 6.15 6.14
C 6.12 6.09 5.95 6.13 6.11
D 6.16 6.12 5.97 6.08 5.93
E 5.91 6.14 6.17 5.94 5.85
Table 18: Log-transformed RT on each /y/ stimulus among American English monolinguals.
1 2 3 4 5
A 5.95 5.86 5.72 6.00 6.01
B 5.70 5.83 5.95 5.97 5.92
C 5.91 6.02 5.87 5.92 5.95
D 5.98 5.86 5.93 5.84 5.88
E 5.90 5.94 5.83 5.97 5.76
Table 19: Log-transformed RT on each /y/ stimulus among Turkish-English bilinguals.
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Figure 1: Relationship between goodness and d′.
A: Monolinguals on /æ/. B: Bilinguals on /æ/. C: Monolinguals on /y/. D: Bilinguals on /y/.
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Figure 2: Relationship between goodness and RT.
A: Monolinguals on /æ/. B: Bilinguals on /æ/. C: Monolinguals on /y/. D: Bilinguals on /y/.
8 General Discussion
Both American English monolinguals and Turkish-English bilinguals demonstrated clear patterns
of graded category goodness for the /æ/ stimuli. This provides evidence for internal structure in
the cognitive representation of this speech sound category, and suggests that listeners consistently
attend to subphonemic cues during perception. Moreover, the fact that the bilinguals demonstrated
a goodness pattern very similar to that seen in the monolinguals suggests that subphonemic infor-
mation is acquired during late L2 acquisition, and used in real-time perception of the L2. However,
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the less clear F1 pattern in the bilinguals compared to the monolinguals suggests that L1 phone-
mic organization inﬂuences the L2 acquisition of subphonemic information, such that information
which is more linguistically relevant in the L1 will be more easily acquired in the L2 (Iverson et al.,
2003; Strange, 2011).
Surprisingly, the bilinguals did not show a clear goodness pattern for the /y/ stimuli. It is likely
that this was caused by Turkish /y/ not being a peripheral vowel. Under Keith Johnson’s hyperspace
effect (Johnson et al., 1993), the best-rated category exemplars tend to be more extreme in the F1–
F2 space than actual productions. However, for a non-peripheral vowel like /y/, there is nowhere
more extreme in the F1–F2 space that does not encroach on another category. Goodness rating
tasks might not be sensitive enough to measure the more speciﬁc target ranges of non-peripheral
vowel prototypes. This explanation is consistent with the previous lack of a pattern in goodness
results for the American English /i/ category (Sussman and Gekas, 1997). This explanation is also
consistent with the relatively clear goodness pattern in F2 demonstrated by the monolinguals on
the /y/ stimuli. Since the monolinguals were rating the /y/ stimuli as exemplars of the peripheral
/u/ category, the hyperspace effect likely drove this preference for stimuli with a low F2.
The results of the discrimination experiments were almost completely inconsistent with the
PME for both participant groups in both vowel spaces. In the /æ/ category, neither the monolinguals
nor the bilinguals demonstrated any evidence for either criterion of the PME. In the /y/ category,
the bilinguals demonstrated a pattern that might be construed as weak support for the minimum at
prototype criterion, i.e., the stimulus with the slowest mean RT was quite highly rated, but it was
still not the highest-rated stimulus in the category. Interestingly, the only evidence for the negative
correlation criterion in either vowel category came from the monolinguals on the /y/ stimuli, i.e.,
among the eight best-rated stimuli, there was a positive correlation between goodness and RT,
although it was not signiﬁcant. This is the exact combination of participant group and vowel space
for which the PME was not predicted by the NLM, because, by hypothesis, English monolinguals
do not have a cognitive representation of /y/. Given that this correlation was only apparent for the
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eight best-rated stimuli, it could be construed as evidence for the PME in the American English /u/
category. Recall that only the Turkish-English bilinguals participated in the norming identiﬁcation
experiment for /y/, and the American English monolinguals rated the normed stimuli as exemplars
of the /u/ category. Therefore, it is possible that, among the monolinguals, only the eight best-rated
stimuli were categorized as /u/. Even if we take this as evidence for the PME, however, the puzzle
would remain why American English monolinguals would manifest the PME for the /u/ category
but not the /æ/ category.
There are a number of methodological differences between our study and earlier studies of the
PME (Grieser and Kuhl, 1989; Kuhl, 1991; Kuhl et al., 1992; Iverson and Kuhl, 1995). While we
feel these differences are minor, they may be relevant to our largely null results. First, our stimuli
covered a smaller range of the perceptual space than those from the original studies. However, this
small range was purposely chosen in order to ensure that our stimuli did not overlap with other
categories. If this was the reason for the present non-replication, then this would suggest that the
effects observed in the original studies were spuriously driven by boundary effects on perception.
Next, the stimulus pairs for the discrimination tasks in the original studies were arranged di-
agonally (i.e., varying in both F1 and F2), while our stimulus pairs were all arranged horizontally
(i.e., varying in either F1 or F2, but never both). Therefore, the Euclidean distances (in the F1–F2
space) between the stimuli in each pair were greater in the earlier studies than in our study. Given
that the original studies reported higher values of d′ than were observed in our study, it is possi-
ble that our discrimination tasks were too difficult for the PME to emerge. However, one study
reported evidence for the PME using stimulus pairs that differed in steps of only 15 mels—half the
distance between our stimuli (Sussman and Lauckner-Morano, 1995). Therefore, it is unlikely that
the present non-replication was caused by the stimulus pairs in the discrimination tasks being too
perceptually close.
Finally, we did not address the potential confound caused by stimuli being categorized differ-
ently in pairs than in isolation (Lotto et al., 1998). However, this confound would cause spurious
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evidence in support of the PME, that would actually be driven by boundary effects. Therefore, this
confound cannot explain the present absence of evidence for the PME.
Having addressed potential methodological explanations of our largely null results, we turn
now to potential theoretical explanations. First, it is possible that previous evidence for the PME
in high vowels has actually just been driven by the general auditory effect that discriminability
increases as F1 increases (Macmillan et al., 1988). This explanation is partially supported in our
results by a non-signiﬁcant negative correlation between F1 and log-transformed RT among mono-
linguals on /æ/ (ρ = −.39, p = .06; recall that lower RTs indicate higher discriminability), and a
signiﬁcant positive correlation between F1 and d′ among bilinguals on /y/ (ρ = .55, p < .01).
However, this explanation is not fully adequate, as neither participant group demonstrated a corre-
lation between F1 and discriminability in their nonnative category, which would be expected of a
general auditory effect.
Another potential theoretical explanation of our results relates to the deﬁnition of ‘prototypes’
within the framework of the PME. Although speech sound category prototypes have usually been
measured using goodness rating tasks, they have usually been deﬁned as the mean of the distribu-
tion of sounds in the listeners’ input, along some meaningful set of dimensions like mel-scaled F1
and F2 (Feldman et al., 2009; Kronrod et al., 2016; Iverson and Kuhl, 2000). It has been shown
that the stimuli identiﬁed as prototypes by goodness rating tasks differ quite dramatically from
average productions (Johnson et al., 1993), a ﬁnding supported by the results of Experiments 1-4
in the present study. Therefore, it is possible that the PME is more accurately conceptualized as
applying to the distributional prototype, rather than the best-rated prototype. We intend to test
this hypothesis in future work. Even if it is found that speech sound category prototypes are more
accurately identiﬁed based on input frequency than goodness ratings, this would still not explain
how all of the previous evidence for the PME has come from experiments using goodness ratings.
Taken together, our results suggest that the PME is not a robust, language-speciﬁc effect, so
it is unlikely to play a role in contact-induced sound change. However, a modiﬁed version of the
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ASPH (Blevins, 2017) is still plausible, where the PME is replaced with the more robustly attested
CP, speciﬁcally in its extension to nonnative and L2 perception in Catherine Best’s Perceptual As-
similation Model (PAM; Best, 1994; Best and Tyler, 2007). According to the PAM, the speech
sound categories of one’s native language inﬂuence the perception of the sounds of nonnative lan-
guages and L2s, such that differences between sounds which fall within the boundaries of a native
category will be more difficult to perceive than differences that cross native category boundaries.
Although the PAM has so far focused on nonnative and L2 perception, rather than ﬂuent bilingual
perception, it provides a clear framework for understanding how the categories of one language
can affect the perception of another through the mechanism of CP. In this way, the PAM might
provide the ASPH with a more robust mechanism of contact-induced sound change than the PME.
More work is needed to understand the full range of effects of speech sound categories on
perception, particularly when the categories are from a different language than the one being per-
ceived. Some steps have already been taken in applying a uniﬁed account of categorical perceptual
effects incorporating both CP and the PME (Feldman et al., 2009) to nonnative and L2 perception
(Barrios, 2013). Research along these lines, particularly in relation to ﬂuent bilingual perception,
will likely prove useful in understanding the role of speech perception in contact-induced sound
change.
9 Conclusion
We conducted identiﬁcation, goodness rating, and discrimination experiments with American En-
glish monolinguals and Turkish-English bilinguals using synthesized stimuli from the American
English /æ/ category and the Turkish /y/ category, varying in subcategorical steps of F1 and F2. We
tested the predictions of the NLM theory and the ASPH, respectively: that the PME would gen-
eralize to new vowel categories, and to bilingual perception. Our results were almost completely
inconsistent with the PME in both vowel categories and participant groups. We conclude, there-
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fore, that the PME is not a generalizable effect, contradicting the NLM theory, and likely does not
play a role in contact-induced sound change, contradicting the ASPH. Boundary-based CP effects,
applied to cross-language perception through the PAM, likely provide a more robust mechanism
of contact-induced sound change. More work will be needed to test this possibility.
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